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1000 Needles
How to Increase Your Odds and Take Control of Your IVF
Journey
by Karissa Stelma

Infertility affects about 15 percent of couples globally, amounting to 48.5
million couples, yet somehow infertility and IVF are taboo subjects, often
hidden and un-talked about. 1000 Needles: How to Increase Your Odds and
Take Control of Your IVF Journeyremoves the stigma with a touch of sass
and an unapologetically honest voice, exploring one couple's IVF challenges
and discoveries in order to normalize the infertility conversation. This
guidebook addresses the medical and personal sides of the fertility coin, sifts
through drug and treatment options, dispels myths, breaks taboos, and offers
that elusive kernel of hope to those just beginning IVF or nearing its desperate
end. The combination of meticulous research and personal experiencethat
resulted in a successful pregnancy and birth for the author, coupled with an
honest retelling of the emotional and physical impacts it had on both partners,
gives readers a solid cheat sheet of what to expect as they traverse their own
IVF journey.

Author Bio

Karissa Stelma, forever a New Yorker at heart, has been domiciled in Dubai
for the last nine years while working in finance. She resides with her greatest
loves-her husband, Kyle, and their three children
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Sales Rep

A Caravan of Camels
by Christopher Robbins, illustrated by Nichola Cowdery

Did you know elephants have parades, camels have caravans, and
porcupines have prickles? From a shoal of aardvarks to a zeal of zebras, kids
can learn the names of animal groups in this adorable padded board book.
With bright, trendy illustrations and plenty of hidden puns, A Caravan of
Camels showcases punny animal families of all kinds from A to Z. Whether it's
a smack, a barrel, or a zeal, it's a family!

Author Bio

Christopher Robbins is the founder and president of Familius and the
cofounder of Hummingbird Digital Media. He is married to his Familius partner
and acquisitions editor, Michele Robbins, and they reside in Sanger, California
with their nine children.

London-based illustrator Nichola Cowdery has been illustrating on a
professional level for 7 years. Her illustrations are inspired by laughter and
cuteness-the quirkier, the better
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Count On Me 123
by J. B. Frank, illustrated by Ela Smeitanka

Though many things in the world are uncertain, there are some people we can
always count on-so let's count them! In this colorful board book filled with
adorable, diverse characters, children count the everyday heroes around them
from 10 crossing guards and 9 firefighters down to 2 parents, and of course, 1
you!

Author Bio

J. B. Frank is an Emmy and Cine Award-winning television producer. J. B. has
written articles for a number of children's magazines and journals, including
AppleSeeds, Boy's Quest, and High Adventure as well as The Looking Glass:
New Perspectives on Children's Literature, Once Upon a Time, and Maryjae's
Farm.

Ela is a Polish illustrator who graduated from the Faculty of Graphics at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow, where she now lives with her husband, two
sons, and three cats
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Everyone's Sleepy but the Baby
by Tracy C. Gold, illustrated by Adele Dafflon

Sleepy Mommy,
Sleepy Daddy,
Sleepy little dog.
Everyone's sleepy
But the baby,
Yawn, yawn, yawn.

After a long day, the whole family is ready to hit the hay . . . except for the
baby. Why is it so hard to get the baby to sleep? With hilarious illustrations
that might hit a little too close to home for new parents, Everyone's Sleepy but
the Baby is the perfect, true-to-life bedtime story that will help even the most
reluctant sleeper wind down for bed.

Author Bio

Adele Dafflon grew up in Fribourg, Switzerland, before studying illustration at
Ecole Superieure des Arts Saint-Luc Liege in Belgium. Adele is now
recognized for an array of individual and collective projects, most of which are
inspired by her love of nature, animals, and insects, and she is also co-owner
of a famous cafe in Fribourg.

Tracy C. Gold is a writer, editor, and mom living in Baltimore, Maryland. Her
work has been published in several magazines and anthologies. Tracy earned
her MFA in creative writing and publishing arts at the University of Baltimore,
and earned her BA in English from Duke University
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Hugga Loula
by Nancy Dearborn, illustrated by Huang Junyan

If you're grumpy or sad, frustrated or mad, just give a shout, and hug it out."
Loula learns that what we want isn't always what we need, and although a hug
won't make negative feelings disappear, it's a great start! With trendy
illustrations and a charming refrain that begs to be repeated, your family is
sure to read Hugga Loula again and again.
"

A sweet, poignant read about the power of hugs to help us remember what
really matters in life: each other. Our world needs more Hugga Loulas!"
-Rochelle Groskreutz, children's author

"Combining charming and smile-inspiring artwork with a powerful and much-
needed message about how we respond to life's travails, Hugga Loula, by
Nancy Dearborn, offers an antidote to the anger and impatience that
sometimes characterize our lives. While the message of kindness and
gentleness in the face of life's stresses is one that Loula's family certainly
already knows, they-like all of us-benefit from Loula's caring reminder. In a
world that often tempts us to lose control and faith, Hugga Loula is the right
lesson."
-Rod Vick, author of Kaylee's Choice and Wisconsin Teacher of the Year
2000

"I believe little children-every day-have the power to make (...)

Author Bio

Nancy A. Dearborn, a former high school English teacher, graduated from
UW-Whitewater with a BSE in English. She has had over 250 articles, stories,
and poems published in magazines, newspapers, anthologies, and online.

Huang Junyan is an illustrator and trend toy artist currently living in Beijing,
China. She also works as a concept designer for a game company and has
published four previous projects, all of which are popular in China

Familius
On Sale: Mar 2/21
8.5 x 10 • 32 pages
9781641702713 • $24.99 • CL - Hardback
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings • Ages
4-8 years
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Old MacDonald Had a Farm in Texas
by Christopher Robbins, illustrated by Mary Sergeeva

Old MacDonald had a farm . . . in Texas! In this delightful Texan twist on the
familiar farm tune, the peccary goes bark bark here, the bison goes grunt
grunt there, and everywhere there's lots of Texas pride! This chunky layered
board book cleverly reveals each Texas animal and, when closed, forms an
adorable pickup truck! Friendly Texas animals and scenery fill the pages of
this irresistible book for kids.

Author Bio

Christopher Robbins is the founder and president of Familius and the
cofounder of Hummingbird Digital Media. He is married to his Familius partner
and acquisitions editor, Michele Robbins, and they reside in Sanger, California
with their nine children.

Mary Sergeeva studied Graphic Design at Saint-Petersburg State University.
She has worked as a graphic designer and art editor for several companies,
and recently started working as a freelance illustrator for books, magazines,
children's games, and advertising and social projects

Familius
On Sale: Mar 2/21
7 x 7 • 16 pages
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Sales Rep

Old MacDonald Had a Farm in Utah
by Christopher Robbins, illustrated by Mary Sergeeva

Old MacDonald had a farm . . . in Utah! In this delightful Utah twist on the
familiar farm tune, the black bear goes grr grr here, the seagull goes squawk
squawk there, and everywhere there's lots of Utah pride! This chunky layered
board book cleverly reveals each Utah animal and, when closed, forms an
adorable pickup truck! Friendly Utah animals and scenery fill the pages of this
irresistible book for kids.

Author Bio

Christopher Robbins is the founder and president of Familius and the
cofounder of Hummingbird Digital Media. He is married to his Familius partner
and acquisitions editor, Michele Robbins, and they reside in Sanger, California
with their nine children.

Mary Sergeeva studied Graphic Design at Saint-Petersburg State University.
She has worked as a graphic designer and art editor for several companies,
and recently started working as a freelance illustrator for books, magazines,
children's games, and advertising and social projects

Familius
On Sale: Mar 2/21
7 x 7 • 16 pages
9781641704434 • $18.99 • BD - Board book - Sticker
book
Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / US / General •
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Series: Old MacDonald Had a Farm Regional Board
Books
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Row Row Row Your Boat in Utah
by Christopher Robbins, illustrated by Mary Sergeeva

Row, row, row your boat . . . in Utah! The sights and scenery of Utah spring to
life in this adorable twist on the favorite children's song. Each die-cut page of
the layered board book reveals an imaginary boat sailing past Bryce Canyon,
Temple Square, Zion National Park, and more! A delightful children's
introduction to the iconic places of Utah. And when you're done with your
journey?

Row, row, row your boat back around the bend.
If you love Utah, sing the song again!

Author Bio

Christopher Robbins is the founder and president of Familius and the
cofounder of Hummingbird Digital Media. He is married to his Familius partner
and acquisitions editor, Michele Robbins, and they reside in Sanger, California
with their nine children.

Mary Sergeeva studied Graphic Design at Saint-Petersburg State University.
She has worked as a graphic designer and art editor for several companies,
and recently started working as a freelance illustrator for books, magazines,
children's games, and advertising and social projects

Familius
On Sale: Mar 2/21
7 x 7 • 16 pages
9781641704458 • $18.99 • BD - Board book - Sticker
book
Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / US / General •
Ages 0-3 years
Series: Row, Row, Row Your Boat Regional Board
Books
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Sales Rep

Row, Row, Row Your Boat in Texas
by Christopher Robbins, illustrated by Mary Sergeeva

Row, row, row your boat . . . in Texas! The sights and scenery of Texas spring
to life in this adorable twist on the favorite children's song. Each die-cut page
of the layered board book reveals an imaginary boat sailing past Big Bend
National Park, the Alamo, Space Center Houston, and more! A delightful
children's introduction to the iconic places of Texas. And when you're done
with your journey?

Row, row, row your boat back around the bend.
If you love Texas, sing the song again!

Author Bio

Christopher Robbins is the founder and president of Familius and the
cofounder of Hummingbird Digital Media. He is married to his Familius partner
and acquisitions editor, Michele Robbins, and they reside in Sanger, California
with their nine children.

Mary Sergeeva studied Graphic Design at Saint-Petersburg State University.
She has worked as a graphic designer and art editor for several companies,
and recently started working as a freelance illustrator for books, magazines,
children's games, and advertising and social projects

Familius
On Sale: Mar 2/21
7 x 7 • 16 pages
9781641704441 • $18.99 • BD - Board book - Sticker
book
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Sales Rep

You Got This, Mama!
From Boobs to Blowouts, a Survival Guide for New Mothers
by Elizabeth Swenson

Being a mom is HARD-don't let anyone tell you otherwise. The first few
months (or let's be real, 18 years) after bringing a new baby home can be
tiring and messy. Mothers need encouragement, inspiration, and a good
laugh. You Got This, Mama!: From Boobs to Lube, a Survival Guide for New
Mothers is a visual guide to new motherhood with illustrated quotes, hilarious
infographics, and encouraging thoughts to power new moms through another
day. Real, honest, and beautifully designed, this is the guide for moms that we
didn't know we needed.

Author Bio

Liz Swenson lives in the sunny beach town of San Clemente, California, with
her handsome hubs, three crazy boys, and big dog, Harper. She relishes
momming, teaching math to high schoolers, making art, and living life to the
fullest

Familius
On Sale: Mar 2/21
7 x 7 • 208 pages
9781641704496 • $21.99 • cl
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Sales Rep

The Chameleon's True Colors
by Yuliya Pankratova

Chameleon is sad because he doesn't have a color of his own. He borrows
yellow from the sun, pink from an orchid, and orange from a tiger, but will
there be enough color for everyone? With gorgeous, colorful illustrations and
a message about the power of giving, The Chameleon's True Colors is the
picture book every family needs on their shelf.

Author Bio

Moving from Moscow to London at five years old, Yuliya was terrified to
discover she had to start school. Upon finding most Year One lessons
consisted mainly of drawing, she banished her fears and hit her stride. Yuliya
went on to graduate with degrees in English literature (from the University of
Manchester) and illustration (from the Camberwell College of Arts) and got her
first job at an advertising agency. Yuliya's illustration style is painterly, based in
traditional media and often focused on the natural worldFamilius

On Sale: Apr 13/21
8.5 x 8.5 • 32 pages
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Sales Rep

Etherwalker
by Cameron Dayton

The world is broken.
The once powerful machines that ruled over land and sky have died, leaving
humanity in a primitive age of swords and monsters.
When Enoch accidentally awakens a powerful Artificial Intelligence, he
discovers the truth behind his peculiarity-Enoch is an Etherwalker, the last in a
long line of powerful technopaths who can control machines with their minds.
Without knowing it, he has triggered the ancient Hunt, and now legendary
monsters are hungry for his blood and bent on his extinction. They know he
has seen the truth behind the broken world, and, if he survives, he may have
the power to shatter it . . . or to make it whole again.

Vividly realized, skillfully crafted, and briskly paced, Etherwalker is a thrilling
first chapter for what is sure to be an outstanding saga." -Micky Neilson,
Senior Story Developer, Blizzard Entertainment

"It's unlike anything I've read before, and I want more."-Matt Burns, author of
Diablo III: Book of Tyrael

"Cameron Dayton has met the challenge of blending science fiction and
fantasy with Etherwalke r."-Christie Golden, New York Times Bestselling
Author of Star Wars: Dark Disciple

"A heady stew of genetic engineering, Mesoamerican myth, techno-
utopianism, and post-apocalyptic dreaming, with a dash of quest fantasy and
a liberal helping of nerd apotheosis."-Alex Irvine, Locus-Award winning
author"

Author Bio

With over fifteen years writing for blockbuster franchises from Blizzard
Entertainment, Electronic Arts, and Epic Games, Cameron has gained a
reputation for bringing riveting, powerful storytelling to games. Cameron wrote
the script to Advent Rising with best-selling novelist Orson Scott Card, and co-
founded the story-centered game development studio Chair Entertainment. At
Blizzard, he built narratives for some of the most popular games in the world,
including The World of Warcraft, StarCraft, Hearthstone, Overwatch, and
Diablo. He also wrote Blizzard's first web-comic, Kerrigan: Hope and
Vengeance, which ranked #1 on Amazon. Cameron's short stories are
featured in several anthologies: Wendigo Tales, Paragons, War Stories, and
Heroes Rise, Darkness Fall s. Completing the circuit from games to published
work to film, Cameron wrote the screenplay for the independent film Unicorn
City which garnered several awards in the indie circuit and was featured on

Familius
On Sale: Apr 13/21
6 x 9 • 300 pages
9781950020515 • $27.95 • pb
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Sales Rep

Naciste Para Mi / Made for Me
by Zack Bush, illustrated by Gregorio De Lauretis

De todos los ninos que hay por ahi,
tu eres el perfecto para mi.

Nada puede transmitir debidamente la alegria y el asombro de ver nacer y
crecer a un nino. La primera vez que balbucea "papa", sus primeros e
inestables pasos. . . Ahora, publicado como un libro de carton repleto de
adorables ilustraciones y el estribillo "tu eres el perfecto para mi", Naciste
Para Mi constituye una exquisita presentacion de momentos tiernos que
uniran de por vida a un padre y a su hijo.

Author Bio

When Zack Bush was growing up, he spent his free time listening to jazz.
Instead of imagining a career in law or medicine like so many of his
classmates, the Miami native knew he would take a different path. Zack
learned to play the piano and would speak with family and friends about one
day owning a venue that would bring the music he loved to others. Zack is
now the owner of Ball & Chain, a historic live-music venue on Miami's famed
Calle Ocho, in the heart of Little Havana. Zack and his partners renovated and
restored the nearly forgotten gem, famous for hosting 20th-century jazz greats
like Chet Baker, Count Basie, and Billie Holiday. Today, musicians from
around the world perform live on the Ball & Chain stage.
Zack's other passion is books. A devoted reader and writer, Zack's lifetime
desire to become an author has found a refreshed source of inspiration as the
father of two-year-old son Ace and baby daughter Ava.

Gregorio De Lauretis studied at the Academy of Art in Florence and graduated
in Teramo. Since then he has studied graphic design and web design at Nemo
NT Academy of Digital Arts where he awarded a scholarship from the famous
character designer Stephen Silver. Gregory works digitally but begins with
drawing with ink on paper. He then scans the work on his computer where he
exalts the piece with his colors and finishing touches. He currently works as
freelance illustrator based in Florence, where he lives. Imagination is my
world. Illustration is my language

Familius
On Sale: Apr 13/21
8 x 8 • 20 pages
9781641704854 • $15.99 • BD - Board book
Ages 0-3 years
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Sales Rep

Somewhere in the City
by J. B. Frank, illustrated by Yu Leng

Somewhere in the city,
Lucy's just not ready to go to bed.
She opens her bedroom window and lets in the bustle of the street below.
Stores are closing. A scruffy dog sniffs an empty pail.
Daddy's coming home," she calls to the dog.
Woof-woof , barks the dog.
The sights and sounds of the city come alive in a magical way as Lucy waits
eagerly for her father to return from work. Watching out the window, Lucy's
view of dogs, bakers, and buses is juxtaposed with her father's journey
through crowds, trains, and finally home to tuck her in. Detailed illustrations
contrast a child's fantastical view of the world with reality, all leading up to a
cozy finish that will make this a perfect bedtime book for city children
everywhere.
"

Somewhere in the City touches the heart of what it means to be a dad and
love your daughter unconditionally."
-Thomas Matlack, founder of The Good Men Project

"A beautiful and sweet story about the power of love and connection."
-Emily Esfahani Smith, author of The Power of Meaning: Crafting a Life that
Matters

"All children must go to sleep-even if they live somewhere in the bustling city.
In this beautifully written story, a girl waits for her dad as he rushes home to
tuck her into bed. Captivating and soothing at the same time-a must-read for
all."
-Mary Logue, author of Sleep Like a Tiger and the Claire Watkins mystery
series

Author Bio

J. B. Frank is an Emmy and Cine Award-winning television producer. J. B. has
written articles for a number of children's magazines and journals, including
AppleSeeds, Boy's Quest, and High Adventure as well as The Looking Glass:
New Perspectives on Children's Literature, Once Upon a Time, and Maryjae's
Farm.

Yu Leng is a Chinese freelance illustrator whose work has been shortlisted in
the CCBF Young Illustrators Competition. She graduated from Hubei Institute
of Fine Arts with a focus on children's books and other types of illustration

j t

Familius
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Sales Rep

A Spring Stroll in the City
by Cathy Goldberg Fishman, illustrated by Melanie Hall

Spring stroll in the city
What do I see?
One giant shamrock.
Two kites in a tree.

Take a stroll through the city in springtime and experience the sights, sounds,
colors, and smells of the multitude of different holidays we celebrate this
season. From St. Patrick's Day and Easter to Nowruz and Cinco de Mayo,
everyone has a reason to celebrate. With simple rhymes, a counting pattern,
and stunning papercraft art reminiscent of Ezra Jack Keats, this diverse board
book is the perfect introduction to the cultural melting pot that makes the city
so special.

Author Bio

A graduate of Lesley College and the University of Vermont, Cathy taught in
an elementary school, directed a daycare center, and owned a children's
bookstore. In addition to writing, Cathy teaches at Georgia Military College in
Augusta, Georgia, and works part-time at the Augusta Jewish Federation.

Melanie Hall has illustrated over 45 children's books and teaches children's
book illustration in the MFA program Get Your Masters with the Masters" at
Marywood University in Pennsylvania and the Highlights Foundation. Her
work has received numerous awards, including Parents' Choice, and has
been exhibited in The Original Art Show at the Society of Illustrators

Familius
On Sale: Apr 13/21
7 x 7 • 20 pages
9781641704397 • $12.99 • BD - Board book
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Seasons • Ages 0-3 years
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Sales Rep

Baby Babbles C/K
by C. Hope Flinchbaugh, illustrated by Susanna Covelli

Can you pet the cat?
Say . . .
CAT

How can we help our smallest readers go from baby babble to pronouncing
everyday words? The Baby Babble Series will gently encourage babies and
toddlers to use their first words and sounds as building blocks for new
vocabulary. This book (the second in this series) introduces the C/K" sound
with words like car, coat, and keys. Filled with mirrors, textured material, and
flaps, this interactive board book invites babies to touch and feel each new
word, providing kinesthetic, visual, and auditory sensory experiences that will
develop their language skills and delight their hands, eyes, and ears with
every turn of the page.

Author Bio

C. Hope has written more than 250 stories for preschool, kindergarten, first
grade, and second grade school readers for the Association of Christian
Schools International.
Hope has authored and traditionally published three novels, two nonfiction
books, and has written more than 75 articles for children and adult magazines.

Susanna Covelli was born in a small town in Piedmont, Italy, earned an MA in
architecture, and followed her passion for art and decided to attend a
specialization course in both traditional and digital illustration at Scuola
Iternazionale di Comics in Turin. Her art expresses her own imagination and
inspiration from nature, and she has always been attracted by sinuous
shapes, Baroque style, and out-of-the-ordinary perspective

Familius
On Sale: Apr 14/21
7 x 7 • 14 pages
9781641702621 • $14.99 • BD - Board book
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Sounds • Ages 0-2 years
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Sales Rep

Aguas Frescas & Paletas
Refreshing Mexican Drinks and Frozen Treats, Traditional and
Reimagined
by Ericka Sanchez

It wouldn't be summer in Mexico without aguas frescas and paletas -fresh-
made Mexican drinks and popsicles in a variety of fruity and flowery flavors.
Now you can bring the refreshing, authentic tastes of Mexico to your own
backyard!

Ericka Sanchez of the popular culinary website Nibbles & Feasts delivers 38
easy recipes for anyone who loves traditional Mexican fare. Ranging from
familiar flavors like horchata and lime to more unique combinations like
Hibiscus & Spiced Orange, Mint Blackberry, and Avocado Coconut, the
recipes in Aguas Frescas & Paletas uses less sugar than traditional Mexican
treats and simple ingredients that can all be found at your local supermarket. !
Buen provecho!

Author Bio

Ericka Sanchez is a recipe developer, food stylist, and the creator of the
award-winning culinary website nibblesandfeasts.com. Ericka's cooking style
is inspired by her life as a bicultural Latina living in California and her
cherished memories in the kitchen with her grandmother and mother in
Mexico. Ericka was born in Torreon Coahuila, Mexico, and immigrated with
her family to El Paso, Texas, at eight years old

Familius
On Sale: Apr 27/21
9 x 9 • 128 pages
9781641704595 • $28.99 • cl
Cooking / Central American & South American
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